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Disclaimer 

The contents in this book are for educational purposes only. 

You follow the advice at your own risk. This book should in no way replace 
professional help if that is what is needed in your case. If you suspect you 
have a condition requiring such treatment, you are encouraged to seek 
professional help before engaging in the practices included.

While every attempt has been made to verify the information provided in 
this book, neither the author nor his affiliates/partners assume any re-
sponsibility for errors, inaccuracies or omissions.
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TantraCURE
THE SUPER SEXUAL STAMINA TECHNIQUE

Hans Hvass, Tantra teacher, sexologist 
& masculinity coach

Sexual Stamina Training
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Masculinity Coach and Tantric Sexologist
During the last few years since launching the TantraCURE Super Sexual 
Stamina Program I have helped over 3000 men to gain control of their 
sexual energy.   The technique that I reveal here is one of the more pow-
erful techniques that I have encountered that help men last longer in bed. 

The techniques efficiency is due to its simplicity and the fact that it works 
directly with sexual energy, the prostate gland and the pelvic muscles. It 

has been used by taoists for thousands of years. 

By performing this technique you will have taken 
one of the first steps on your path to feeling 

and understanding how sexual energy ties 
into the rest of your being at a profound 
level. I hope that  this newfound inspira-
tion will motivate you to further explore the 

vast potential stored within your sexual 
energy. 

Unlocking the mysteries of our 
sexuality is like finding the key to 
the matrix. 

Within the sexual energy lies 
a huge potential, which if har-
nessed correctly can strengthen 
our body and psyche while giving 

a wide range of benefits ranging 
from more charisma, more will pow-
er, more empathy, better intuition, 

more intelligence, more spiritual 
power and the list goes on and on. 

So, what are we waiting for! Time to 
roll up our sleeves and get right to it! 

 

Hans Hvass and fiancé
Mariah Claiere Nielsen
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INTRODUCTION

Sexual Energy Must Flow

In the following I will present to you one of the most powerful exercises 
that exists that help men to overcome premature ejaculation and gain su-
perior sexual stamina.

The results given by this technique are nothing short of miraculous.

So why is this technique so efficient?

To understand why its essential to understand a bit about how sexual en-
ergy works. 

Premature ejaculation is caused by an excess of sexual energy in the pelvic 
region – especially in the prostate gland – and when this energy is NOT 
MOVING, when it is NOT FLOWING in the body – then it stagnates caus-
ing sexually related problems AND also causes a feeling of unease and 

Introduction
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frustration. 

Frustration is actually energy in our lower energy centers that is STUCK. 

Energy that is not moving.

We normally think of frustration as an emotion that arises when we feel that 
things are not moving as they should in our life. As somthing that arises 
when our will or intention is hindered or hits a wall. 

At a deeper level when our life energy does not move in our BODY, and 
especially in the pelvic and stomach areas of the body -  we become FRUS-
TRATED. So next time you feel frustrated – instead of exteriorizing your 
frustration by trying to manipulate people or events, then try to create an 
ENERGY movement in yourself – and in a miraculous way you will also find 
that events in the outer world start moving as well. 

The feeling of tension in the prostate area spreads to a feeling of tension in 
the RECTUM, ANUS, BUTTOCKS and LEGS. And when there is tension in 
the legs you lose your sense of GROUNDING.

And grounding is ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL when we speak about sex-
ual stamina and sexual health. Grounding gives you a feeling of CONFI-
DENCE. A sense of grounding makes you feel like you STAND FIRM. 

Performance Anxiety

When sexual energy is not moving OUT of our prostate gland but ACCU-
MULATING there – we end up feeling NERVOUS and on EDGE. 

The lack of grounding that arises from the stagnant sexual energy also 
contributes the feeling of anxiety. 

And performance anxiety in its turn can create a lot of negative emotions.

And these negative emotions make the problem with premature ejaculation 
WORSE and a vicious circle is born. 
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The Root Chakra

The science of TANTRA is not as focused on the 
workings of the inner organs as TAO is - so there 
is not much litterature about the prostate gland. 
But A LOT OF ATTENTION is given to the 7 
CHAKRAS which are 7 energy centers locat-
ed up along our spines. The first of these 
chakras is called the EARTH CHAKRA. 

The interesting thing is that the EARTH 
CHAKRA is located in the area be-
tween the testicles and the anus. 
So – practically we are speaking of 
the same area as the prostate.

All the teachings of TANTRA tell 
us that in order for men to be strong, 
grounded and with a strong control of the 
sexual energy THE EARTH CHAKRA has to 
be STRONG and GROUNDED. Energy must flow 
FREELY through this chakra. 

A man with a strong earth chakra 
is self confident as he is con-
nected and in alignment with 
the vital life-giving 
earth energies. 
Earth energy 
gives you the 
feeling of hav-
ing ROOTS. Just 
as a tree must have 
strong roots to be 
healthy – a man 
must have strong roots 
so that the vital earth ener-
gies can flow through him.  

So we have these two funda-
mental sciences, Taoism and 
Tantra both telling us that we 
need to have a GOOD FLOW OF EN-
ERGY in the area between the testicles 
and the anus.  
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Learning To Take Care Of The Prostate

Do you know what the SECOND most common type of cancer is among 
men in our day and age? 

If you said PROSTATE CANCER you are right. There is unfortunately an 
alarming number of men that suffer from this. 

1 in 7 men are diagnosed with prostate cancer during their lives!
        
This HUGE amount of men that get prostate cancer is due to the fact that 
most men do not look after their prostates! We allow sexual energy to 
STAGNATE in that area. 

And something else that you probably did not think about - there is a great 
connection between prostate health and toilet habits. On the surface it ap-
pears that we are civilized here in the west with our nice toilets and toilet 
paper. We think of these things as a civilized and hygienic solutions.

But unfortunately wiping your behind with toilet paper is NOT CLEANING 
your anal area. Its just smearing the fecal matter around. What we need 
are those toilets that you find in the east. After you finish your business 
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you press a button and a water nozzle comes forth sending a jet of water 
upwards washing the whole area.

When your anus area is not clean then TOXINS go through the anal wall 
and into the prostate – which actually is VERY CLOSE TO THE RECTUM 
(see the picture above showing a cross section of the pelvic area).  So not 
only do men in the west allow sexual energy to clog up the prostate. During 
a life time the prostate also accumulate the TOXINS that breach the 
wall between the rectum and the prostate. 

We brush our teeth every day. In the same way we should be washing our 
anus and flushing the inside of our rectum every day – and if not every day 
then at least on a common basis. 

In other words – if you want to cure premature ejaculation and other sexu-
ally related problems then FOCUS ON THE PROSTATE FIRST. Make the 
prostate healthy and perform exercises that help the sexual energy flow out 
of the prostate. 
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Functions Of The Organs

Each organ in the body has a PHYSICAL 
FUNCTION, an ENERGETIC FUNCTION, an 
EMOTIONAL FUNCTION and a SPIRITUAL 
FUNCTION.

So let us take the example of the heart first 
which is an organ that most people have an in-
tuitive feeling about. 

The hearts PHYSICAL FUNCTION is to pump 
blood through the body. 

The  hearts ENERGETIC FUNCTION is to co-
ordinate the field of etheric energy (life energy) 
that surrounds the body.  

The hearts EMOTIONAL FUNCTION is to act 
as the emotional centre of the being and serves 
as the home of our deepest identity. 

The hearts SPIRITUAL FUNCTION is to give 
our being a deep feeling of connection with the 
universe – a feeling of oneness with everything.
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So lets look at the functions of the prostate.

The prostates PHYSICAL FUNCTION is to se-
crete the fluid that nourishes and protects the 
sperm cells. During ejaculation the prostate 
squeezes this fluid into the urethra and from 
there it is expelled through the ejaculation. 

The prostates ENERGETIC FUNCTION is to 
accumulate and store sexual energy and to har-
moniously distribute this sexual energy to the 
rest of the body through a series of energetic 
pathways, the primary one being the spinal 
chord. 

The prostates EMOTIONAL function is to give 
us a sense of wellbeing and grounding. Look 
at the happy, grounded and relaxed grin that 
spreads across a mans face when his woman 
gives him a prostate massage and you will un-
derstand what I mean with this.  

The prostates SPIRITUAL function is acting 
as one of the principle coordinators of our vital 
energy – in Tao called CHING, in Tantra called 
OJAS. The prostate works in tandem with the 
ROOT CHAKRA by connecting us subtly with 
the energy of EARTH.
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Introducing The Deer Exercise  

I will now present to the “Super Sexual Stamina Technique” - an exercise 
which I have found to be one of the most efficient exercises for the harmo-
nizing of the pelvic area. 

I first found this technique mentionend in the work of the taoist “Stephen 
Chang” – from his book  “The Tao of Sexology”. The moment I found this 
technique I knew I had stumbled upon an essential exercise. It made com-
plete sense.  

The wise taoist masters study the flow of nature in order to understand how 
health works. These masters noticed that some animals lived much longer 
than others. These animals were the deer, the crane and the turtle. They 
especially noticed that the deer had a very strong sexuality – the male deer 
being a very strong and potent animal. (In the streets of Hong Kong and 
also all over mainland China you will find a myriad of chinese herbal stores 
that sell Deer antler and deer tail as potence medicine).

So noticing these traits the Taoist masters started studying the deer and 
noticed that the deer was contracting and relaxing its anus whenever it 
wiggled its tail. 

Thus was born the concept of pelvic muscle exercises! 

Exercises which by the way also exist in the YOGA and TANTRA traditions 
of India.  

In the TantraCURE system I will go much more in depth with how sexual 
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energy is controlled through the correct and refined use of the pelvic area. 

For now a simple introduction is enough. 

The Deer exercise does a few very important things:

1. It energizes and revitalizes the tissues of the sexual organs - blood 
flow is increased in the pelvic area resulting in nutrients and energy 
flowing to the area. 

2. It takes the sexual energy which is stagnant in the pelvic area and 
distributes the energy upward through the body through the main 
chakras and accumulates it at the back of the head and the pineal 
gland – which is one of the most spiritual organs that we have in the 
body.  If the rising sexual energy encounters any organs on its way up 
that need healing – the energy will flow there and heal that organ.  If 
you feel the energy rising all the way up to the pineal gland during the 
Deer exercise, then it indicates that your organs are healthy and that 
your energetic pathways are open. If you don’t feel anything while per-
forming the exercises it indicates that you have blockages in the body. 

3. Finally – and important for you, the Deer exercise will help you to PRO-
LONG THE LOVEMAKING by making the prostate stronger and better 
at channeling the sexual energy away from the pelvic area. While mak-
ing love the prostate swells up with semen before releasing its content 
in the ejaculation. After the content is expelled the man cannot make 
love anymore. The vital sexual energy has been spent.  When you 
perform the deer exercise you learn to pump semen out of your pros-
tate in small doses – pumping it upward towards your other organs 
and at the same time also cleansing your energetic “pipes” – making 
it much easier for you to channel sexual energy away from the pelvic 
area when making love.

The prostate is like a rubber band. During lovemaking it expands and ex-
pands until it “snaps back” resulting in ejaculation.
 
Performing the Deer exercise protects the prostate by continuously reliev-
ing the pressure of accumulating semen, a pressure that otherwise would 
expand very quickly during lovemaking. 

In the following chapter we will go through the deer exercise step by step. 
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THE TECHNIQUE

Super Sexual Stamina Technique: 
The Deer 
Exercise

First Stage

The first stage of this exercise helps you to channel sexual energy AWAY 
from the prostate area and thereby also helps with CALMING YOUR 
NERVES and getting over PERFORMANCE ANXIETY. 

This technique is best practiced in the morning when waking up or at night 
before going to bed. 

1. Take of your clothes (make sure the room you are in is warm so that you 
feel relaxed)

2. Rub the palms of your hands together vigourously. This creates heat in 
your hands by bringing the energy of your body into your hands and palms. 
It is well known from Taoism and Yoga that rubbing your hands together 
until they are wam will heal that part of the body you place your hands on. 
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3. Cup your testicles with your right hand so that the palm of your hand 
completely covers them. Do not squeeze your testicles – just enough to feel 
a slight pressure and to feel the heat from your hand.

4. Place the palm of your left hand under your belly button so that there is 
one inch between the belly button and the top of your hand (the thumb). 
This is the location of the FIRE CHAKRA, which helps us to transmute 
sexual energy.

5. Now begin moving your left hand in circles in a clockwise direction (as 
seen from your vantage point). At the bottom of the circle the hand is an 
inch above the root of the penis. Perform 81 circles – around a circle per 
second. There should be a bit of friction so heat builds up in the area. 

6. Rub your hands together vigorously again.

7. Now swap hands so that it now is your left hand cupping your testicles 
and your right hand resting under your navel. Now repeat the circular rub-
bing again, this time in a counter clockwise direction. Again this circular 
movement should be repeated 81 times. 

Concentrate on what you are doing and feel the warmth grow. 

Do not imagine that you are awakening fire or any kind of mental imagery. 
Simply just focus on the sensation that actually is created in this technique 
– in this case the warmth and the friction.  
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Second Stage

1. Tighten the muscles around your anus and draw them up and in. When 
done properly it will feel as if air is being drawn up your rectum, or as if your 
entire anal area is being drawn in and upward . Tighten as hard as you can 
and hold as long as you are able to do so comfortably. Hold the contraction 
for 10 seconds.
 
2. Stop and relax a moment.

3. Repeat the anal contractions . Do this as many times as you can without 
feeling discomfort. Start with 10 times and increase with one every day until 
you reach 30.  

As you do this focus to perceive energy flowing up through your body. Some 
people feel it as tingling energy going up the body or spine. Others feel it 
like a cool energy flowing up the spine. Some feel it continuously while oth-
ers just feel it for a fraction of a second. 

 
If your anal muscles are not in shape – then 10 seconds might create some 
discomfort for you. But with time and practice it becomes easier and easier 
and you will not experience discomfort, tiredness or strain. 

A very large percentage of orgasmic energy is felt due to the fast vibration 
of the prostate. When we perform these anal contractions a certain pres-
sure is applied on the prostate and a mild orgasmic feeling might arise. This 
is perfectly natural and healthy. 

This exercise performs MIRACLES. Not only will it cure premature ejacula-
tion – it will also boost your hormone levels, cure erectile dysfunction and 
even cure WET DREAMS if performed before going to bed. 
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This exercise is also EXTREMELY EFFECTIVE if performed just before 
making love.

Next time before making love, instead of fretting or being nervous or per-
haps even going to the bathroom to relieve pressure by ejaculating (with 
the misconceived idea that this will enhance your performance) – then use 
your time to perform the Deer exercise. Tell your woman that you need to 
go to the bathroom for 5 minutes, and then go out and perform the exercise. 

A weak prostate will not be able to hold sexual tension as it rises and it will 
release the semen. But a strong prostate that you have trained up using this 
exercise WILL retain sexual energy – and by performing this exercise you 
also avoid BLUE BALLS – a situation that occurs in men if a long time pass-
es without ejaculating – or if making love for a long time and refraining from 
ejaculating (a practice performed by many Taoist and Tantric practitioners). 

By training your prostate you build up your ability to contain and to distrib-
ute sexual energy in your body. 

FINAL WORDS

Final Words
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I have had over 3000 CLIENTS! Many of them have suffered from severe 
premature ejaculation or wet dreams. 

Performing this exercise REMOVES PREMATURE EJACULATION prob-
lems for the VAST MAJORITY of men who apply it – and ALSO REMOVES 
wet dreams. 

So do yourself a favour!

Put some energy and focus into creating a healthy environment for your 
prostate. It’s really worth it!

I suggest you start performing this exercise every day, when you wake up 
before putting on clothes and also before you go to bed.

And as I said, perform this exercise before making love with your woman. 
The effects are miraculous. 
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Further Reading

This technique is just one of the many techniques that you will receive in 
the TantraCURE system. In the TantraCURE system we focus on all the 
major aspects of achieving top sexual stamina – how sexual energy, hor-
mones, body, mind and spirit tie together in a coherent whole – so that you 
not only completely cure premature ejaculation – you also learn how to 
harness your sexual energy. The famous writer Napoleon Hill (“Think and 
Grow Rich”) called this “sexual transmutation”. A secret that many great 
men have used to channel their sexual energy into creative energy.  For 
example - did you know that the scientist Nikolaj Tesla - who even Einstein 
called a genius of greater intelligence than himself - never ejaculated? He 
conserved his sexual energy which he channelled into his amazing creativ-
ity. Tesla was able to visualize all his inventions in his mind before actually 
creating them. 

And also - did you know that athletes conserve and channel their sexual 
energy before a big event? By refraining from ejaculating and channelling 
their sexual energy into training and mental visualisation they prepare their 
bodies for top performance.

It is also said that sexual energy feeds the brain – and my experience con-
firms this. When harnessing your sexual energy your mental faculties grow. 
Your mind becomes faster, more intuitive and more expansive. So actually 
preserving and transmuting your sexual energy before an exam or an im-
portant lecture – is also a very wise thing to do. 

If this sounds interesting for you and you want to work more with your 
sexual energy then click here to check out the TantraCURE Super Sexual 
Stamina System:

TantraCURE - The Super Sexual Stamina System

But let the results speak for themselves. Try out the Deer exercise and see 
for yourself how things in your life will start changing for the better. 

Best regards

Hans

http://www.tantracure.com/tantracure-products/
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